EMAIL MARKETING TIP
Give them more than one chance to click
Concept contributed to this post by Greg Ciotti
Time to action: 2mins
Why is this so important?

1. We are all time poor. We are receive crazy amounts of email every day. We scan emails
rather than read word for word.
As a result, it’s vital you give subscribers more than one opportunity to click through to
the additional content you are linking to. Link just once and they may well miss it during
their scan.
2. Different people respond to different benefits, calls to action and/or phrasing of your
content. It’s similar to segmenting your email list to better match the needs of the
individual. By including links in a variety of places, a higher percentage of readers are
likely to click a link.
Action this tip
Once you’ve drafted your email, look at the content and identify opportunities to link.
Can you add a link:
•
•
•
•

To where you’ve mentioned a benefit in your email.
To the P.S. (very effective because readers know the important messages are repeated
in the P.S. to grab their attention).
To your call to action (this is a must do)
If you’ve mentioned the name of something you’re linking to.

Aim for 2-4 links per email but not more – you don’t want to trigger spam filters.
Here are a couple of examples for inspiration:
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The links in this email invite subscribers to book a call with the email sender.
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This email is part of a launch sequence for a skin care course and has the goal of driving
subscribers to additional content that demonstrates the expertise and authority of the
author. The links in this email relate to a blog post and video.
Your turn
Review each of your newsletters and autoresponders before sending to
make sure you’ve included at least two links. If not, start adding them in.

Once you’ve done this the first time, email me and we can celebrate!
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